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When people think of
usually take a difficult subject
Japanese Saws & Chisels
Western woodworkers they
and break it down into finer
Wilbur Pan’s
usually think of power tools
pieces to figure out what is
February
CRAFTS
Meeting
Presentation
like saws, jointers and planers
really going on. Wilbur realBy Dave Nowicki
along with an assortment of
ized that the Japanese woodhand tools. On the other hand,
worker was trying to solve the
a Japanese woodworker is genersame problems as his Western
ally viewed as a man who sits on
contemporary, that is, to take
the floor with his hand tools and
pieces of wood and assemble
no workbench. When Wilbur bethem into a usable product. Othgan woodworking he had to make
ers assumed that Japanese tools
choices about the kinds of tools he
were meant for soft woods rather
would need for his hobby. He had
than hardwoods, and they were
a concern for wood dust and its
used while sitting on the floor,
effect on his young children and
etc. This line of thought didn’t
himself. Also, he likes to work
make sense to Wilbur and he delater in the evenings and his wife
cided he would try to focus on
would kill him if he woke up the
the similarities rather than the
children by running machinery
differences between Japanese
after they were asleep. While
and Western tools.
learning about hand tools, and
To begin, it helps to understand a
Japanese hand tools in particular, he found that the
little of the history of Japan. At the end of the Ming
information available at the time was not very helpful.
Dynasty (1368 -1644) The Emperor of Japan ordered a
Basically, information came from people selling tools
complete isolation from the rest of the world, a period
or people that studied them. For example, the sellers
which lasted from 1633 until 1850 when Commodore
would talk about how great the chisels were and that
Perry opened trade relations. During this time the
they were made by a respected 80 year old maker who
western woodworking world had moved from the Jacwas about to die, thus you’d better get them while you
obean style of woodworking to William and Mary,
can. The student would tell you about the many years
Queen Ann, Federal/Sheraton, Chippendale/
he spent studying them and the average person wouldHeppelwhite and finally to Shaker. That’s a span of
n’t possibly be able to understand the nuances without
213 years where Japan was completely cutoff from the
the same effort. Neither made any sense to him. As he
rest of the world. However, it stands to reason that
learned from his father, a physics professor, you can
during this isolation Japanese woodworkers would
continue to evolve their own designs and their own
methods of manufacture for their tools.
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President’s Corner
If you are like me, you are enjoying this great time of year.
The cold of the winter has left and it seems we have moved
right into summer weather. Yet it is still perfect for all the tool
activities this time of year brings. I kicked it off with the
CRAFTS auction. It was a fine auction and well attended during
the flea market before and also during the auction. I met plenty
of people I have not seen there before, and enjoyed talking tools
with them all. This auction is the only fundraiser we do for the
club and a lot of members contribute their time to make it a successful event. Special thanks to Steve Zluky, James Travis, Pat
Ryan, Wylie McVay, Cliff Nagle, Greg Welsh, Dave Nowicki,
Hank Allen, John Czekaj, Ivan Raupp, Annette Vliet, Stew
May, and the many runners who helped during the auction.
These people put in a lot of time for free to make this event
popular for our members and visitors.
The following week I attended the Donnelly Auction in
Nashua, NH. As always it was a fun event with parking lot dealer activity bustling for a couple of days. Even rain on Friday did
not discourage the excitement. Nashua is always a fun event. I
am looking forward to similar self-indulgence when I attend the
summer gala at Donnelly’s headquarters in Avoca, NY in July.
It is a must attend event with hosts who know how to make everyone feel welcomed.
We are in the process of wrapping up our fiscal year and
as such will be sending out dues notices in July. Please consider
remaining a CRAFTS member and sending in the yearly dues
check promptly. We do value every member in our club and
would like to keep our membership strong. It is only thru our
members that such a fine club exists. I am constantly amazed by
the background experiences and historical knowledge of our
members. This is constantly featured in our newsletters when
members write articles to share. I hope you too can share a
piece of “tool info” with us, so we can include it in the Tool
Shed. I am always looking for small or large articles, and often
assist with photos and editing.
Over the years I have been very fortunate to have a friend
like Herb Kean. He has taught me a lot about tool collecting and
especially restoration. I still turn to him for his expertise and
knowledge. There are not many craftsmen around with this
background willing to share. One of the new faces of tool restoration is John Porritt of Spencertown, NY. After a recent
CRAFTS presentation I turned to him to restore a valuable triple-cove brass back Disston saw. I was amazed with the results,
as he aged the new applewood to look 150 years old. His techniques are associated with the furniture restoration business he
has had for many years and adopts itself nicely to tool restoration. It you are looking for top quality restoration of wood, then
John is your man. I endorse him 100%. See his ad on Pg.12.
Have a fine summer and hope to see you at one of the
many events coming up. See Pg. 12

WANTED – Member’s email addresses. If you have
not been receiving email notices from Stew May or
dues acknowledgements from Hank Allen, please send
your email address to hankallen@verizon.net.

(Cont. from pg. 1)

As far as sharpening is concerned, early on Wilbur read or
Japanese Saws
heard that Japanese saws were not
The first tool that Wilbur
thought to be useful for hardwoods
talked about was the saw. Japanese
due the possibility that the teeth
style saws, which cut on the pull
might snap off because they were so
stroke, have very thin blades, are exfine and brittle. This simply wasn’t
ceptionally sharp and cut cleanly leavtrue as even though the Japanese
ing a very fine kerf. They are very
worked with pine for architectural
different looking from standard westwork, when it came to furniture,
ern saws. The tooth pattern on Japahard woods, like oak, elm, mulbernese saws looks different as well.
ry, not to mention the tropical hardMachine made saws can be bought
woods like ebony, teak and rosecheaply, some for around $10-$35, are
wood were definitely used. They
laser cut with induction-hardened
teeth which are extremely hard and Ryoba double sided saw for crosscut and rip cut. did however adapt their tools to
work the woods that they used.
stay sharp for a long time. But they
The
tooth
construction
on
Japanese saws differs somewhat
are so hard that they cannot be re-sharpened with a file,
from
western
saws.
The
first
thing you’ll notice is that the
making these saws throwaways when they get dull. But the
cross
cut
teeth
are
much
taller
with deeper gullets and inbetter ones are blacksmith made, of very high quality with a
stead
of
being
shaped
like
equilateral
triangles they are
significant amount of handwork, such as a hand hammered
more
like
isosceles
triangles.
Also,
the
teeth lean a little
blade and teeth which are finely cut, filed and set and can
further
in
one
direction.
Instead
of
a
point
at the top of the
be re-sharpened. Also, they are tapered ground providing
tooth
it
is
filed
off
into
more
of
a
knife
edge.
This type of
clearance for the blade to work smoother and have a finer
tooth
lends
itself
to
cutting
the
softer
and
stringier
woods
set to the teeth. These saws can cost significant amounts of
like
pine
and
cypress.
The
saw
makers
would
actually
admoney, typically in the three hundred to five hundred dollar
just
the
clients’
saws
to
the
type
of
wood
they
were
cutting.
range for a truly handmade saw.
Japanese saw files also differ from Western triangular saw
The Ryoba and Dozuki, are the most familiar types
files and have a very elongated diamond profile which alof Japanese saws to western woodworkers today. They are
lows the file to get deeper and sharpen one face of the tooth
sold online by specialty retailers catering to Japanese tool
at a time. Wilbur
aficionados but can even be found in the big box stores like
believes it is actually
Lowes and Home Depot. They won’t have any indication
easier to file a Japaon them that identifies them as Japanese saws, instead the
nese saw because
packaging will say something like “Shark Saw”. The Ryyou are concentratoba is a two sided saw with one side set-up for ripping and
ing on only one
the other for crosscutting. They are especially useful for
tooth at a time and
cutting tenons where you cut the tenon to length with the rip
not worrying about
side and then flip it over to crosscut the cheeks. The Dozuki
the tooth next to it.
is a single sided saw that has a back on the blade. They are
Saw making
used for fine, very accurate cutting. They are almost alin Japan was a cotways filed cross cut. The Kataba is a general purpose saw
tage industry until
that is larger than the Dozuki with a thicker blade that needs
their industrial revono back and is useful for long and deep cuts. It can be
lution, around 1900.
sharpened either rip or crosscut.
The Japanese government places a
high value on the Teeth configuration on Japanese saws.
traditions of their
past culture and insures these traditions are retained. Traditionally made tools are still available in Japan and actually
come with certificates that say they were made by hand the
old way. You’ll pay more for that tool, just as you would
expect for any artist made product. For new saws there are
Kataba saw with thick single sided toothed blade with no back. several places to purchase them, Japan Woodworker,
(Continued on pg. 4)
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Woodcraft, Tools from Japan, and
their prices vary widely. If you’re
interested in buying used saws, eBay
can be a good resource. As you would
for any tool purchase on eBay, look
for items with lots of pictures to see if
anything is broken, missing, rusty,
heavily pitted and so on. Most of all
be patient as Japanese saws come up
all the time.

er, but hardness isn’t the end of the
process. In order to withstand the
rigors of use, toughness needs to be
introduced otherwise the steel will
shatter under impact. The Japanese
rate their steels in order of purity and
toughness. Starting with Carbon steel,
as more impurities are removed you
get Yellow steel #2, and with further
refinement you get White steel #2.
Now if you add a bit more carbon you
get White steel #1. Further, if you
Japanese Chisels
Chisels, much like saws are
add alloying agents like chromium
the easiest tools to wrap your mind
and tungsten you get Blue steel #2 and
around. A Japanese chisel is very
adding even more carbon to that mix
much like a western chisel in its conyou’ll end up with Blue steel #1.
struction and use. In order to talk
Wilbur noted that steel is not a
about chisels we need to talk about
simple homogenous substance but is
the metallurgy that’s involved. In
made up of various things, much like
Japan, for making steel, they had dea muffin mix with a variable list of
posits of iron rich sand. They also
ingredients. In fact, much like a bluehad trees to make charcoal. They Japanese woodworker working in traditional berry muffin, where the blueberries,
mixed the sand with the charcoal and manner sitting on the floor with hand tools in like the carbides in steel are not evenput it into a clay lined contrivance that front within easy reach. He is making a Su- ly distributed throughout the muffin
worked like a blast furnace which mitsubo, a carved ink line similar in use to
but are scattered throughout. In addithey tended for three days. As the our western snap line.
tion, the carbides come in different
charcoal heated up the sand the iron
sizes depending on the type of steel,
would pool together and mix with the carbon, producing a
which has a bearing on the sharpness that you can get from
nodule that looked much like a meteorite but was in fact
each. For western A2 steel the carbides are around 13 mihigh quality steel. This is not the most efficient way to
crons and in O1 they are around 10 microns which might
make steel as some of the steel nodules will have more
be why Lie-Nielsen A-2 chisels are recommended to be
carbon than others because this method is not a homogesharpened at an angle of no less than 30 degrees.
nous process. The blacksmith would sort out the lumps of
Japanese chisels are constructed with a layer of
steel and graded the ones that would be good for making
high carbon steel forge welded to a softer wrought iron
chisels and those which would be better used for other purbase. The forge welding process does two things to the
poses. It’s the incorporation of the carbon into the iron
steel. First, the ingredients of the “muffin mix” are broken
which is important for steel production. This a simplistic
down to finer and finer particles and secondly, because
explanation but the reason that iron and carbon work so
this is done at a very high temperature, the ingredients are
well together is that the crystalline
distributed more evenly throughout the
structure of iron is reinforced by the
steel. So instead of a blueberry muffin it
carbon atoms, sort of wedging themmight look more like a poppy seed mufselves into gaps, changing the nature of
fin. The supposition is that if you dethe iron to become the much harder
crease the size of the carbides down to
steel. At the time the people doing this
the 3 micron range then the finer and
didn’t know the actual chemistry behind
sharper the edge can be honed. It would
the making of steel, but they knew that
also be interesting to find out what the
when you heated the iron rich sand to
content of impurities, like Sulphur and
very high temperatures for three days
phosphorus, were in old Japanese tools.
you ended up with steel.
Were they just fortunate that the iron
When making steel there are
rich sands were naturally low in Sulphur
certain trade-offs that have to be dealt Lump of high carbon nodule called
and phosphorus? Or did the blacksmiths
with, hardness versus toughness for tamahagane, that would be layer forged have a method of getting rid of them
example. When you introduce more to remove impurities and even out the
during the smelting process? Today the
carbon into a piece of iron it gets hard- carbon content.
technology has gone toward powdered
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metal, a process in which all of
ferent styles. When you look at the
the ingredients for a particular
back of a Japanese chisel you will
type of steel are finely ground
note that there is a hollow just beand mixed to create a homogehind a narrow flat edge which is
nous blend that more closely
hard steel. This makes sharpening
resembles the Japanese steel.
relatively easy as you only have to
Japanese chisels are constructsharpen that narrow edge and the
ed from a piece of very hard
bevel on the front side. You may
steel forge welded to a piece of
be concerned that after much
wrought iron. Japanese chisels
sharpening the hollow will move
have been criticized as primariinto the cutting edge making the
ly for softwoods and having an
chisel useless. In actuality repeatedge that is too brittle. If you Back face of chisels showing single and double deed sharpening will continue to
try to chop a mortise in a piece pression.
move the hollow to the rear of the
of very hard wood like rosechisel keeping the narrow flat edge
wood with a 20 degree bevel
constant. The laminated construcon your chisel, the edge will probably fail. The answer is
tion of the chisel makes the bevel easier to sharpen beto fine tune the edge to the type of wood, hardwood vs.
cause you are only sharpening a narrow band of tool steel.
softwood, by changing the bevel angle. Steeper for hardUnlike western chisels, where once you get the back flatwoods and shallower for softwoods. Japanese chisels are
tened you never go back to it again, Japanese chisels rehardened to a greater level than their western counterparts.
quire honing on the bevel and the back in order to move
Western chisels are usually hardened to a Rockwell 60-62
the hollow further back and maintain the narrow flat leadand the Japanese chisel is typically Rockwell 63 or greating edge. The hollow isn’t the same size and depth over
er. The handle end of a Japanese chisel is unique in that it
the length of the chisel, it is shallower at the front, so as
takes advantage of both a tang and a socket to hold the
you sharpen the bottom and the chisel gets a little thinner
handle.
the hollow appears to move to the rear. Japanese chisels
When you look at Japanese chisels and compare
can be sharpened to the very end of the chisel and can be
them to western chisels they are usually shorter. While
used until there isn’t any more metal. Wilbur doesn’t feel
this is true, on a Japanese chisel the lamination of the tool
that a secondary bevel is necessary since the purpose of
steel goes the full length of the blade unlike western chisthe secondary bevel is to create a stronger edge and the
els where the lamination of tool steel goes only part way.
Japanese chisel has a thicker wrought steel top to do the
This may be where economics played a part in the design
same thing.
Japanese chisels are usually sharpened with water
Chisel nomenclature, showing
stones as the abrasive is refreshed continually. Oil stones
the handle construction using
can be used and finished on a strop but it will usually take
both tang and socket construclonger to get the same edge. Dry grinders can be used for
tion.
shaping as long as you are careful to watch any heat buildup that can ruin the temper. Diamond can also be used.
The bottom line is that, while there are some differences
between Western and Japanese tools, they are both made
for woodworking. When purchasing Japanese tools you
should talk to the purveyor for advice since he wants your
business and wants you to have the best tool for your
needs to keep you as a customer.
Wilbur provided an enlightening presentation on
an often misunderstood subject and the afternoon went
and using less of the expensive tool steel translated into a
quickly. Unfortunately there wasn’t enough time to cover
little more profit. During the forge-welding process the
other Japanese tools such as, hammers, marking tools,
repeated hammering causes the carbides that are in the
sharpening tools and especially planes. Hopefully, we’ll
steel to become very small and evenly distributed, which
have him return at a later date for the second half of his
results in an extremely sharp and long-lasting edge. Japafine presentation.
nese chisels are not confined to relatively small bench
chisels but come in many different sizes, from large timFor those interested in more information on Japaber framing chisels and even a slick, to other specialty
nese tools you should visit Wilbur Pan’s website, giant
chisels like crank neck, curve bladed, dovetail chisels,
Cypress, http://giantcypress.net.
cabinet or paring chisels, and carving chisels of many difTHE TOOLSHED - JUNE,2015
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Two Stanley No. 13-1/2 Rules & That
‘Sneaky’ Lufkin No 172, aka “13 -1/2”
By Stew May
The Stanley No. 13-1/2 and the smaller Stanley No. 13
I love small rules. There, I’ve said it. A favorite of
mine is the Stanley No. 13-1/2, the wider version of
Stanley’s No. 13. The No. 13 was Stanley’s first wide
6” caliper rule. It was added to its offerings in 1863
when the company purchased the E. A. Stearns & Co.
While the No. 13 was 1-1/8” wide when closed the
13-1/2, introduced into the Stanley line in 1888, was 11/2” wide, making it the widest of Stanley’s folding caliper rules (see attribution at end of article to Philip E.
Stanley’s book, ‘Boxwood & Ivory…’).
As Mr. Stanley so aptly points out, the wider rule
and longer caliper jaw allowed for the measurement of a
larger diameter circular cross-section – up to 2”! To paraphrase him, ‘this an exceptional measuring capacity for
a 6”- 2 fold rule that can be carried in one’s vest pocket’.
The Lufkin Rule & Tape Co.
Before going further, some background on Lufkin.
I have three 13-1/2s in my collection or should I say, two
Stanley 13-1/2s and a Lufkin No. 172 (13-1/2). As those
of you who collect rules know, the Lufkin Rule & Tape
Co. specialized in lumber/ logging, tailor’s and zig-zag
rules, tapes, precision tools, etc. In the early part of the
20th century, Lufkin decided to go head-to-head with
Stanley by copying many of its folding rule offerings;
going so far as to put the Stanley rule number in parentheses under its own Lufkin number – on both the rules,
and likewise, in its catalogues. While imitating your
competition is quite common today and companies even
mention competitive products in ads and on packaging, I
imagine this was one of the earliest companies to do
such an audacious thing.
Figure 1: Stanley No. 13-1/2 –
extended caliper configuration.

One rule and three caliper configurations
What makes these rules so interesting is that we
have a very specific rule model number and type which,
at their core, are basically the same (or similar); and yet
each has a completely different caliper configuration.
These differences also impact the configuration of their
joints and joint plates (shape and size).
Starting with Stanley’s first of two versions of this
rule (Figure 1), the company achieved an extended caliper that measured a full 3” (not very practical to use over
2” or so). To accomplish this Stanley (see picture) extended the slide fully through the joint plate and shaped
it at the end to fit both the leg and the round joint, actually becoming part of that joint’s profile. This was the
same type of caliper used in a number of Stanley’s 2 foot
rules – e.g. Nos. 6, 12, 15, 26, etc. Stanley made this
style from 1888 to just before 1922.
During the early part of the 20th century, Stanley
discontinued using this style of caliper and joint for these
other rules. A new joint for the 13-1/2, and thus a 2nd
configuration, was introduced in 1922 (Figure 2). Here
we see a caliper with a square end extending to the middle of the joint plate. The square end was similar to all
other Stanley calipers; however, while those ended at the
edge of the plate, this extension into the plate allowed
for a caliper that measured 2-7/16ths inches. Stanley
made this version of the 13-1/2 until 1941.

Figure 2: Stanley No. 13-1/2 – ‘indented’ square caliper.

If not for the Lufkin version, I don’t believe I would
have written this article. Out of nowhere comes this
company with a third caliper and joint configuration; and
what, for all intents and purposes, is the same rule! The
Lufkin version has a typical square caliper. The difference here is that it ended at the plate’s edge (Figure 3).
While this resulted in a shortened caliper, Lufkin minimized how short they would have to make it by also
shortening the length of the joint plate. While the Stan-
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ley plates are just over an inch from the end of the body,
the Lufkin plate is just over 13/16ths of an inch. Thus the
Lufkin caliper measures 2-1/8”. This, the shortest of all
the 13-1/2 calipers, was not practical to use above 1-1/2”
or so.

Figure 3: Lufkin No. 172 (13-1/2) – end plate square
caliper.

While Lufkin copies Stanley on the 13-1/2, there are differences
The Lufkin rule does have a number of other differences from Stanley’s; so it is not an exact replication.
Briefly, they are: smaller body width, coming in at 13/8” (vs. Stanley’s 1-1/2”) resulting in a narrower caliper
jaw; shorter overall length (by 1/8”), it’s bitted (Stanley’s
was only bitted from 1912 to 1922), and my copy of the
Lufkin has three double embellishment lines on the caliper leg. That’s a lot of embellishment lines on such a narrow leg, which share that leg with the caliper. The lines,
the bit and the rule’s overall size and shape, give it a nice
appeal of its own, and overall I think Lufkin produced a
very high quality rule.
That’s it! Many tools have varying styles, patents,
configurations; much more so, as we all know, when they
were craftsman made. This is different. For me the story
here is that, “sneaky Lufkin”. Perhaps you know of other
manufactured tools with the same number, made in multiple versions due to redesign, function or cost.
Author’s note: in writing this article, attribution is
given to Philip E. Stanley’s book, “Boxwood and Ivory Stanley Traditional Rules, 1855–1975”, published in 1984
by the Stanley Publishing Co. – utilized for dates, facts
and history concerning the two Stanley rules. Much of
the article is based on my own collection - the Stanley
No. 13, (2) Stanley 13-1/2s, and especially, the 172
Lufkin.

Farewell To One of Our Founders –Bob Fridlington
By Steve Zluky & David Fridlington

Robert John Fridlington, 85, of Cranford, N.J.
passed away this past January. Bob was born and raised
in DesMoines, Iowa during the 1930’s & 40’s. He had a
lifelong interest in history and antiques. Starting at a
young age collecting and trading arrowheads. He also
was a frequent visitor to the State Museum in Des
Moines.
As an adult, he served in the Army, went to college,
married his lovely wife Joan, and started teaching American History. He had a passion for old items and around
1970 discovered flea markets and auctions, and a great
interest in antique tools. He was especially interested in
what ordinary people did in their everyday lives. I met
Bob occasionally at local auctions and flea markets where
we discussed old tools and the contact with the past they
offered us. In fact, Bob was at a tool auction with a few
of us near Honesdale, PA. when we decided to begin a
tool collecting club. A meeting was organized in a short
time and CRAFTS of NJ
was born.
Bob was a very active
member for many years.
He served on CRAFTS
Board, was a editor of the
Tool Shed and wrote many
articles using a pseudonym. He was especially
fond of the McKinnon Axe
Company and wrote about
their history. He also wrote
local history works including: ”Union County Yesterday”; “The Supreme
Court in American Life
Volume 4”, The Reconstruction Court 1864-1888, and co
-authored two volumes of “Images of America, Cranford”
with long time friend and CRAFTS member, Larry
Fuhro.
Bob was a great friend, always a gentleman, and a
very active CRAFTS member. He was retired from Kean
University as a professor emeritus of history. He was
awarded the National DAR History Award Gold Medal
by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
He was laid to rest in a private family ceremony.
Bob is survived by his wife of 59 years, Joan; sons David
and John. Donations in Bob’s name can be made to the
Cranford Historical Society. If there are old tools and flea
markets in the after life, then I’m sure Bob is thoroughly
enjoying himself.
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A Discussion about Early Disston Saws Part-2

Disston made several
By Mike Stemple
In the second part of
early models in his formamy article on early Distive years, starting with
ston saws I would like to begin by talking about the varithe
most
common
being
the
#7.
He also made a #8 and a
ous die stamps that he used over the years, focusing on
high
end
model,
the
#9.
Sometime
in the early years he
full sized saws, with a veer off topic into talking about
started
making
a
#10,
a
#14,
and
a
#15.
These three were
early saw models.
never in a catalogue or advertised and were very high end
Prior to the start of acid etching in 1865 all Disston
saws made for show. Some of the #15’s survive with
saws were die stamped. On my earliest full sized saws
hardware marks from high end hardware stores.(Photo-6)
the die stamps say Henry DisThe #15’s have an
ston in an arc, with the model
inlet steel plate in
number under the name and
the handle that is
Philadelphia or Philada under
die stamped and
that. (Photo-1) Usually they will
usually has eagles
Photo-1
have cast steel or in later years
around the mark.
on high end models, spring steel
Photo-1
My example is
warranted, on either side. Somemade for Moore
time in the early 1850’s Disston
& Hensze, a high
started using what is called the
end
hardware
“inchworm” die stamp, where it
Photo-6
store in Philly. It
starts straight, is humped in the
has two standing eamiddle, and ends up straight
gles on each side of
again. (Photo-2) There is no
Photo-2
the mark and a flying
rhyme or reason to when each
eagle above it. Some
were used as I have saws from the 1850’s with both the
of the #14’s have an
inchworm and the arc stamp. He seemed to have used
eagle head handle
the arc all the way until 1865 with intermittent use of the
and some have eagles
inchworm mark. On Disston's’ high end saw models he
around the mark on
would stamp EXTRA above his name. Just when I
Photo-7
the blade. (Photo-7)
thought I had a handle on all of Henrys’ stamps, a fellow
These #14’s sell for a
Crafts member found an earpremium, as much as $4,000 for a nice example. Fewer
ly pre-medallion Disston with
than ten eagle handled #14’s are known.
a straight line stamp in three
The #15’s are
rows. (Photo-3)
equally as scarce and
A few years ago I
almost as pricey. A
picked up an early, well worn
few Disston saws
Disston saw with a “reverse
have been found with
Photo-3
optimistic eagle” medallion,
a fancy cast brass
but what was the clincher for
plate on the handle.
me was that Disston was miss-spelled in the stamp as
(Photo-8) I know of
“Diston”. There are examples of back saws with letters
only three of these in
reversed, and a missing “s”, but this is the only known
collector’s
hands.
Photo-8
full sized example with only one “s”. (Photo 4 & 5)
Disston didn’t start
making the well
known and sought
after #12 until 1860.
The early #12’s have
the brass cone, or as
they are properly
called, “steeple” nuts.
(Photo-9) Most all of
Photo-9
Photo 4 & 5
the #14’s and the
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#10’s have the steeple nuts. Sometime in the 1870’s
Disston stopped using these type nuts on #12’s and for
a very short time period used the “split” nuts. Then the
more common “modern” style nuts were used until
1924 when the #12 was discontinued.
Disston’s’ early full sized saw handles show the
influence that English saw makers had upon the U.S.
makers. In fact, almost all the early U.S. makers were
English. Most all of the early makers operated out of a
small shop and myself and other early saw collectors
believe that they all got their handles from dedicated
handle makers. One had to age and dry the handles before they could be used and later on the makers had the
wherewithal to separate their workers into grinders,
handle makers, and master mechanics. In the early
Sheffield directories in England there are quite a few
saw makers listed. There are also saw handle makers
listed. It goes to reason with all the influx of English
saw makers to the US in the early days that some of the
handle makers followed suit. The early English style
handles made in America have almost a vertical drop
down from the top of the handle to the grip. They also
have what is called a “lambs tongue” feature on the
bottom where the thin part meets the cheek. They are
very stylistic and
the top end saws
would
have
wooden
“nibs”
and
“hounds
teeth” flourishes
on them also.
(Photo-10)
There were
only a few types
Photo-10
of handles made
in the early days.
You could get
them with or
without
the
“lambs tongue”
feature and you
could get them
with beech or
apple wood. The Photo-11
ogee style handle
found on #9’s and #`12’s weren’t made right away. I
have two very early #9’s without ogees. One has an arc
die stamp and one has an inchworm stamp. One has an
apple handle with a lambs tongue and one has a beech
handle without that feature. Both of these pre-date the
use of the ogee feature found on later #9’s. (Photo-11)
Disston began wheat carving his high end saws
very early. Most of the model #14’s were wheat carved

on both sides and
top and bottom.
Some of the
#15’s were also.
A few were even
wheat
carved
inside the grip.
As far as I know,
#9’s and #10’s
Photo-12
were
never
wheat carved, nor were #8’s. No. 12’s were wheat
carved and had the ogee feature right from 1860 onward until the model run ended in 1924. (Photo-12)
Disston was a businessman and you could special
order a saw with just about any kind of wood for the
handle. The most common type of wood used was
beech, followed by apple wood. The more expensive
models could have walnut, cherry, or mahogany handles. My eagle handled #14 has a mahogany handle.
(Photo-13) In fact, about the only type of saw handle
wood I haven’t seen is ebony, with the exception of
high end surgical saws, which commonly had ebony
handles.

Photo-13

I haven’t mentioned the myriad other types of
saws Disston made throughout his career, such as combination saws, table saws, pattern maker saws, joiners
saws, two man and one man saws, keyhole and compass saws, pruning saws, glazers saws, slater's saws,
buck saws, turning saws, pocket saws, the unusual Duplex saw, etc. I’m sure that I’m forgetting some here,
I’ll have to write a future article and expound on those.
Mike Stemple is a saw enthusiast. He has written
for Mid-West Tool Collectors newsletter and the Ohio
Tool Collectors Assoc. newsletter. His interest includes his extensive saw collection and understanding
American saw history.
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Plane Crazy - Who’s Your Daddy
By Joe Hauck
Many collectors have them, tools that can’t be attributed to a maker or location. The hobby looks down on
these tools like poor puppies without AKC papers. Recently I attempted to add another to my plane collection.
A very unusual plane marked J. Oothoudt. Listed as lot
772 in the April MJD Auction at Nashua was a four blad-

Above left is plane stamped W.OOTHOUDT. On right
is plane stamped j.OOTHOUDT.

ed wonder from the collection of an old friend, Ray
Wisnieski. AWP lists a J and a W with this unusual surname, but exactly who and where is unknown. Our plane
“bible” suggests the Hudson Valley, hence my interest.
The plan was to win the lot, research the Oothoudts, and
have a bang-up article. Oh Well, I didn’t get the plane
and the family trees I shook have not dropped any planemakers yet. I thought an internet search for such an unusual name would quickly deliver some good info. I quickly learned that what may be a scarce name today was
common long ago. There were many Oothoudts in Catskill, Hudson, Albany and Troy. One Henry of that community signed the Coxsackie Declaration in May of 1775,
a full year before the Declaration of Independence. Members of the family were rich in land and active in upstate
politics. That said, the wedges on these planes are elongated and reminded me of W.H. Spaulding of Elmira,
NY, so I broadened my search beyond the Hudson Valley. Eventually, I found an interesting entry from the patent journal of the Franklin Institute:
Patent Journal of the Franklin Institute Vol. 9
16. For an Oval Churn; John Oothout, Lebanon,
Madison County, New York, March 10.
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This churn has two vertical shafts with dashers,
fixed in the manner of that represented and described at page 261, vol. ii. new series, patented
by Joseph Hathaway, August 23, 1828. That
churn it was proposed to turn by whorls and a
band, but the one now under consideration has,
instead of whorls, a cog wheel at the upper end
of each shaft, which take into each other, and, of
course, turn reverse ways. To these cog wheels
motion is given by a vertical wheel, which meshes into one of them, and is turned by a crank; it is
essentially the same as the former churn in its
internal structure; the only difference being in
the substitution of cog wheels for whorls and
bands.
The DATAMP tool patent database includes a John
Oothoudt of Lebanon, NY Madison County, who received two patents in 1829-1830. Unfortunately, both
records were destroyed in the Patent Office fire. The extract above seems to be the best information available on
the first patent 5710X granted on Nov. 10, 1829 for an
oval churn and another NX-5883 was granted March 23,
1830 for a churn. The aforementioned Hathaway’s patent
papers were also destroyed. But the date and location
made sense given the appearance of the plane. I contacted
the county historian who advised that the local business
directory of 1869 for Hamilton, NY shows a John H (3
acres) and a John M (180acres) on lots 52 and 53 respectively in Earlville. The 1850 census shows John as a
farmer. No mention of a member with the first initial W.
It was not uncommon for planemakers to be listed as
farmers in the census, apparently more than a few made
planes in the winter months or gave up the craft for a

Unique shape of wedges on both Oothoudt planes.

somewhat more certain livelihood. It looks like John
Martin Oothoudt might be my man but I’ll have to find
more proof in the earlier census records or another
source. I then consulted the “Find a Grave” website and
located this entry:
John Martin Oothoudt b.1804 d. Mar.25,1873
buried Lebanon, NY (Madison County Campbell Burial Ground)

Ebony boxed double bead with stamp - G.B.WILDER

A lengthy genealogy of the Oothoudt family
was privately published from 1970-80. It states that
Alexander Oothoudt was baptized in the Dutch Reformed Church at Albany in 1763. Alexander left a
widow and 10 children, of interest is John Hart. His
dates are 1785 to 1850 he had five sons among which
were a John Martin and a William Rue Oothoudt. So
the planes marked J. Oothoudt may be the product of
either John Hart or his son John Martin (1807-1873)
with William (1808-1865) being the other maker. An
interesting fact is that John Hart was married to Ruth
Martha Baldwin in Otsego County, but then Baldwin is
a fairly common name. There is also a Jane Oothoudt
born in 1828 who is either John Hart’s daughter or John
Martin’s. I only mention this as she was married to an
Ebeneezer Brown who was a cabinetmaker. So the case
is still open. Perhaps the Oothoudt boys made planes in
Albany but then left the area and moved west. Perhaps
a thorough search of Albany census data may provide
the answer.

I had more success with the next “orphan”.
This double bead I acquired at the auction CRAFTS
held for the estate of Lee Donnelly back in 1992. Back
then the CRAFTS board was crazy enough to try anything once. The plane is made out of a beautiful piece
of mahogany with the entire bed boxed in ebony on a
bias. It is a striking looking plane and it is very professionally made. The nose has an incuse stamp
G.B.WILDER and it looks to be an owner’s stamp.
Now the Wilder family is quite famous in Hingham
Mass. for their clocks. There is an entry for a J.Wilder
in AWP but that maker is fairly early whereas this
plane is later. I made an assumption that the G stood for
George. I found two George B. Wilders, the first was a
POW in a Confederate camp, his home state was Illinois. I discounted him immediately; a more logical location would be near a port location where mahogany
would be available. The second GB was George Board-

Side view of the Wilder plane made of mahogany

man Wilder who was born and buried in Pembroke
Maine, near the port of Machias. This had possibilities
and I moved on to the county historian at Machias, who
coincidentally had been born and raised in Catskill,
NY, the starting point for my Oothoudt search! While
she didn’t have access to the census data she did say
she would be able to check them in a few weeks. True
to her word she forwarded the following by email:
“he is listed in the census as occupation - Pembroke, 1860 House carpenter; Pembroke,
1870 ship carpenter; Cambridge, MA, 1880,
joiner; 1900, Cambridge, woodworker, cars”
This is an interesting progression of continually
improving skill. I’m pretty sure this is the man who
made the plane, a career woodworker. The big question
is, where are the rest of his beautiful tools? for surely
he made more than one.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS

WANT ADS

May 22 – David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.
June 7 – Crafts meeting – Host Masonic Lodge, Highbridge, NJ,
Bob Garay – takeadip@optonline.net.
June 27 – MWTCA Area P Meet. Black Angus Mkt. Adamstown, PA Don Starked@aol.com (717)367-5207.
July 12 – HTPAA Tool Sale #2 2015, Glenferrie Primary School,
Hawthorn, Victoria, Australia – rod@htpaa.org.au.
July 17–19 – Jacktown Gas & Steam engine show and swap.
www.jacktown.org, 610 – 588-6900.
July 23 -25 – MJD Tools Open House, Listed Auction, Avoca,
NY, Martin Donnelly, www.mjdtools.com.
Aug. 25 – MWTCA Area P Meet. Landis Valley Museum, Lancaster, PA Don Starked@aol.com (717)367-5207.
Sept. 9 – Tony Murland Auction, England, Tony Murland –
www.antiquetools.co.uk.
Sept. 13 - Crafts of NJ Annual Picnic, Brady Camp, NJ, Bob
Garay – takeadip@optonline.net.
Sept. 18 – 19 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH,
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Sept. 26 – David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.
Oct. 17-18 - Jacktown - Fall Harvest and Sawmill Show,
www.jacktown.org, 610 – 588-6900.
Oct. 30 – 31 – Brown Antique Tool Auction , Camp Hill, PA.
Jim Gehdring, www.finetool.com.

HELP WITH TOOL COLLECTIONS – A r etir ed shop teacher , I
can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call
Bob Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
VINTAGE TOOLS for woodwor king, machining, leather wor king
TimelessTools and Treasures.com or email jane@janebutler.com.
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e or par tial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-537-8665 or
email jim@jimbodetools.com.
WANTED – Molding planes made of apple wood, & better molding
planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-236-2072.
THE TOOL EXCHANGE –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale.
Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30 countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WVTOOLS: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on
bitstock tools and more.
CHECK OUT – Tom Lamond’s yester year stools.com, an inter net
magazine on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
WANTED - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Davidson
609-731-6915
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SAW SHARPENING - Restor ation & sales of all types of saws
Joe Federici - www.secondchancesawworks.com/
ANTIQUE TOOL RESTORATION - John Porritt, Spencertown,
NY. 518-392-0603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
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